


Cristal Finish is an inspiring collection of surfaces made from 

small particles of recycled glass, semi-precious crystals and natural 

stones that blend magically with specially formulated stain resistant, 

antibacterial and waterproofing technologies to create simply 

stunning finishes.  



Range: Fusion  |  Product: 017 Range: Jewel  |  Product: 026 Range: Core  |  Product: Clear 3.6

CRISTAL FINISH TRANSFORMS
AND INSPIRES



Range: Core  |  Product: CJ026    Range: Core  |  Product: Clear 1.5.3

Suitable for internal and external application, Cristal Finish can 

be applied to walls, floors, swimming pools, wetrooms, special 

features and work tops.  Resistant to extremes of temperature 

and repairable, this environmentally friendly product offers 

sophistication, versatility and uncompromising durability.  
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With over 90 variations within the standard range and the opportunity for totally bespoke 

combinations, Cristal Finish is more than just a surface.  It entices the eye, stimulates the 

senses and harmonises the body offering unrivalled choice and performance. 
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The simple beauty lies in the seamless flow of the material, especially around joints, corners 

and edges.  Applied to curved walls Cristal Finish offers new dimensions with play on light 

creating a distinctive, dramatic feature. 
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Amethyst is extremely beneficial 
to the mind and is one of the most 
spiritual stones.  It enhances memory 
and improves motivation, whilst helps 
to dispel feelings of rage, anger, fear 
and anxiety. 

AMETHYST

Crystals can be used for healing or environmental enhancement as well as personal adornment.  Their subtle vibrations affect the 
physical, emotional, mental, psychological and spiritual levels of being.  The Cristal Jewel range has been developed with this in mind and 
comprises a number of semi precious stones combined with natural stone and recycled glass for surfaces that surpass the call of duty.

Tiger’s eye is a protective stone. 
It assists in accomplishing goals, 
recognising inner resources and 
promoting clarity of intention. Tiger’s 
eye promotes abundance. 

TIGERS EYE
Tourmaline cleanses,purifies 
and promotes self confidence 
by banishing fears.  It attracts 
inspiration, compassion, tolerance 
and prosperity.

TOURMALINE

Jade is a symbol of purity and serenity 
believed to attract good luck and 
friendships.  Physically Jade also has 
healing qualities centered around 
cleansing of the body.

WHITE JADE
Agates in general generate positive 
energy and promote progress and 
concentration.  A soothing and 
calming stone, agates bring great 
strength.

AGATE
Garnet inspires love and devotion.  
It revitalizes, purifies and balances 
energy, bringing serenity or passion 
as appropriate.  Garnet is effective in 
treating spinal and cellular disorders.

GARNET

BEJEWELLED
S E M I - P R E C I O U S  C R Y S T A L S



CRISTALMINERAL
The Mineral collection brings out the innate brilliance of  stone whilst enhancing its natural hues and shades with complimenting 

recycled glass .  This range creates an earthly, contemporary statement to outdoor and indoor applications.

CM 001

CM 008

CM 002

CM 009

CM 003

CM 010

CM 004

CM 011

CM 005

CM 012

CM 006 CM 007

CRISTALJEWEL 
This range represents a blend of semi-precious crystals, recycled glass and stone.  The delicate balance of these three elements results 

in elegance and sophistication.  With inherent healing and energising qualities this range is recommended for all areas where you wish 

to create breathtaking design concepts.

CJ 001

CJ 008

CJ 015

CJ 024

CJ 031

CJ 002

CJ 009

CJ 016

CJ 025

CJ 032

CJ 003

CJ 010

CJ 017

CJ 026

CJ 033

CJ 004

CJ 011

CJ 019

CJ 027

CJ 034

CJ 005

CJ 012

CJ 021

CJ 028

CJ 006

CJ 013

CJ 022

CJ 029

CJ 007

CJ 014

CJ 023

CJ 030

*Colours may vary slightly from images shown.  We recommend that you request a sample before ordering your material.  You may also request any combination of 
recycled glass, semi precious crystal or natural stone with your choice of background colour.

*Colours may vary slightly from images shown.  We recommend that you request a sample before ordering your material.  You may also request any combination of 
recycled glass, semi precious crystal or natural stone with your choice of background colour.



CRISTALFUSION
A bold integration of coloured glass to create fun, vivid, unique features.  The limitless spectrum allows unrivalled brilliance and colour.  

This range adds striking effect to any stage.

CF 001

CF 008

CF 015

CF 002

CF 009

CF 016

CF 003

CF 010

CF 017

CF 004

CF 011

CF 018

CF 005

CF 012

CF 006

CF 013

CF 007

CF 014

CRISTALCORE 
New inspirational collection, cristal core introduces a vibrant use of coloured recycled glass for impact and consistency.  Suitable for all 

applications, commercial and domestic, this range can be used for statement or to compliment any existing colour scheme.

CC Clear 3.6

CC Black 3.6 Black BG

CC Grey 3.6

CC Red 3.6

CC Clear 1.5.3
Olive Background

CC Black 3.6

CC Orange 1.5.3

CC Dark Blue 3.6

CC Yellow 1.5.3

CC Tourquise 3.6

CC Pink 1.5.3

CC Clear 1.5.3
Grey Background

CC Sky Blue 3.6

CC Purple 1.5.3

CC Green 3.6

CC Brown 6.9

*Colours may vary slightly from images shown.  We recommend that you request a sample before ordering your material.  You may also request any combination of 
recycled glass, semi precious crystal or natural stone with your choice of background colour.

*Colours may vary slightly from images shown.  We recommend that you request a sample before ordering your material.  You may also request any combination of 
recycled glass, semi precious crystal or natural stone with your choice of background colour.



Cleaning and Care

What is Cristal Finish
Cristal Finish is a high performance, seamless, interior, exterior, 
water resistant product suitable for use on walls, floors, wetrooms, 
countertops, features and pools.

The product is formed by 4kg primer and 25kg Cristal Finish.  
Primer: Cement based adhesive
Cristal Finish: Comprises of two ingredients - cement based adhesive 
and a particle part comprising semi-precious crystals, natural stones 
and recycled glass.

Initial Care/Preparation
When using Cristal Finish in wet areas, pools or areas likely to be in 
contact with water or moisture the surface must be sealed with a water 
based sealer.  Please refer to www.cristalfinish.com for further details or 
contact your local agent.  

In all applications sealers or protectors may be applied to prolong the 
lifetime of the product.  

Routine Cleaning
Depending on the frequency of use and application, the surface must 
be cleaned with the recommended HG Cleaning products.  If using 
a different supplier of cleaning products, the suppliers confirmation 
is necessary.  Tough scuffs and marks can be removed using a stiff 
scrubbing brush and water or the appropriate HG cleaner.

Please refer to www.cristalfinish.com  for cleaning and maintenance sheet.  

Application
Cristal Finish recommends the use of qualified applicators available 
internationally.  Please contact your local agent for details.  Failure 
to install and maintain your product in accordance with installation 
instructions can affect its performance and slip resistance.  Please 
note that in certain applications, expansion joints may be necessary. 
Cristal Finish can be applied to virtually all stable substrates.  Please 
refer to www.cristalfinish.com for further details. 

5 Year Performance Guarantee 
At all times we are on hand to assist and advise in anyway we can to 
ensure that your surface performs to expectation.  Should a fault arise 
within our product or our manufacturing process, we will replace the 
faulty product at no charge.

Technical Data

Specification
Format  Screed
Thickness  3-6mm depending on size of stones
Package  25kg+_0.5kg/bucket
Coverage  25kg/ 1.5m2

Performance
Adhesive strength  28days 10.8 (kgf/cm2) EN1348
Compressive strength 28days 317.7 (kgf/cm2) EN12808-3
Flexural Strength  28days 46.2 (kgf/cm2) EN12808-3
Water absorption  0.26 CNS 3763-2001
Fire Performance  Non- combustible
Shelf Life  12 months unopened condition
Slip Resistance  Greater than or equal to 45 in wet   
  conditions; low risk of slipping ASTM   
  E303-93 

Environmental
Cristal Finish has excellent surface antibacterial, antifungal activity 
due to specially formulated additives. 

The above data is subject to change for reasons of further technical 
development.  Changes may be viewed at www.cristalfinish.com

Underfloor Heating
We are happy to recommend the use of our product for use over 
radiant heating systems.  

Colour Choice
The samples within reflect just a small part of the overall colour and 
finish.  We recommend that you request a larger sample of your 
chosen product, before ordering the material.  We are also able to 
provide bespoke samples should you need to create a specific look or 
design concept. 

Prices shall be quoted on request. Delivery requires 5-6 weeks.

Exterior Interior Microtherm Water Resistant Anti-Fungal Anti-Bacterial Ozone Friendly ISO 9002 Recycle

Jewel
Code Ingredients:

CJ001 Natural Pearl Dark Blue Glass Garnet
CJ002 Natural Pearl Black Gold Stone Sesame Stone
CJ003 Natural Pearl Clear Glass
CJ004 Pearl Shell Yellow Agate Black Agate Red Agate Smaragdine Crystaloid Glass
CJ005 Sky Blue Glass Corallite Cluch Stone
CJ006 Peach Stone Dark Blue Glass Yellow Agate
CJ007 Black Agate Green Glass Dark Blue Glass
CJ008 Crystaloid Glass Black Agate Red Agate Smaragdine
CJ009 Dark Blue Glass Cluch Amethyst
CJ010 Amethyst Red Agate Corallite
CJ011 Natural Pearl Green Glass
CJ012 Black Agate Sky Blue Glass Crystaloid Glass Red Agate
CJ013 Natural Pearl Yellow Agate Crystaloid Glass
CJ014 Yellow Agate Black Timber Stone
CJ015 Yellow Glass Garnet
CJ016 Smaragdine Green Glass Green Stone
CJ017 Pearl Shell Clear Glass
CJ019 Red Agate Dark Blue Glass Black Gold Stone
CJ021 Amethyst Yellow Glass Lik Stone
CJ022 Red Glass Agate Beed Stone
CJ023 Tourmaline Black Agate Carbuncle
CJ024 Tourmaline Black Agate
CJ025 Green Glass Red Glass Pink Crystal Clear Glass Pink Coloured Glass
CJ026 Pink Crystal Pink Glass Clear Glass
CJ027 Blue Jade Pink Crystal Clear Glass
CJ028 Tourmaline Carbuncle White Jade
CJ029 Amethyst Red Agate Pink Crystal Blue Jade White Jade Smaragdine
CJ030 Tourmaline Black Agate White Jade
CJ031 Pink Crystal White Jade
CJ032 Pink Crystal Clear Glass
CJ033 Earl Jade Stone Red Glass Dark Blue Glass Green Glass

CJ034 Tigers Eye



Europe  |  America’s  |  MiddleEast  |  Australasia  |  Africa

www.cristalfinish.com


